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We report the direct observation of muon neutrino interactions with the SND@LHC detector at the Large Hadron Collider. A dataset of proton-proton collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 13.6$ TeV collected by SND@LHC in 2022 is used, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 36.8 fb$^{-1}$. The search is based on information from the active electronic components of the SND@LHC detector, which covers the pseudorapidity region of $7.2 < \eta < 8.4$, inaccessible to the other experiments at the collider. Muon neutrino candidates are identified through their charged-current interaction topology, with a track propagating through the entire length of the muon detector. After selection cuts, 8 $\nu_\mu$ interaction candidate events remain with an estimated background of 0.086 events, yielding a significance of about 7 standard deviations for the observed $\nu_\mu$ signal.
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Introduction.—The use of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) as a neutrino factory was first envisaged about 30 years ago [1–3] in particular for the then undiscovered $\nu_\tau$ [4]. Those studies suggest a detector intercepting the very forward flux ($\eta > 7$) of neutrinos (about 5% have $\tau$ flavor) from $b$ and $c$ decays [5]. The physics potential of a detector to study neutrinos was underlined in Ref. [6]. The role of an off-axis setup, which enhances the neutrino flux from charmed particle decays, was emphasized in Ref. [7].

Proton-proton ($p p$) collisions at a center-of-mass energy of 13.6 TeV during LHC run 3, with an expected integrated luminosity of 250 fb$^{-1}$, will produce a high-intensity beam yielding $O(10^{12})$ neutrinos in the far forward direction with energies up to a few TeV [8].

Neutrinos allow precise tests of the standard model (SM) [9–14] and are a probe for new physics [15,16]. Measurements of the neutrino cross section in the last decades were mainly performed at low energies. The region between 350 GeV and 10 TeV is currently unexplored [17].

SND@LHC [18] was designed to perform measurements with high-energy neutrinos (100 GeV to a few TeV) produced at the LHC in the pseudo-rapidity region $7.2 < \eta < 8.4$. It is a compact, stand-alone experiment located in the TI18 unused LEP transfer tunnel (480 m away from the ATLAS interaction point, IP1 [19]) where it is shielded from collision debris by around 100 m of rock and concrete. The detector is capable of identifying all three neutrino flavors with high efficiency. The off-axis location of the detector results in contributions of charmed hadron decays to the fluxes of all neutrino flavors. This enables measurements of charm production using electron neutrino events, and the partial cancellation of production uncertainties when measuring ratios of different flavor neutrino cross sections to search for lepton flavor universality violation [8].

The detector was installed in TI18 in 2021 during the long shutdown 2 and has collected data since the beginning of the LHC run 3 in April 2022. The experiment will run throughout the whole run 3, during which a total of two thousand high-energy neutrino interactions of all flavors are expected to occur in the detector target.

In this Letter, we report the detection of $\nu_\mu$ charged-current (CC) interactions using only data that was taken by the electronic detectors in 2022.

Recently the observation of neutrino interactions has also been reported with the analysis of the 2022 data by the FASER Collaboration [20,21] at a complementary pseudorapidity range, $\eta > 8.5$, following a report of candidate events in a 2018 pilot run of the same experiment [22]. We note that a significant component of the flux of muon neutrinos at the SND@LHC off-axis location originates in the decay of promptly produced charmed hadrons, while this contribution is negligible at the FASER on-axis location [23]. Taken together, these highly complementary observations herald a new era of physics measurements using LHC neutrinos.

Detector.—The SND@LHC detector consists of a hybrid system with a ~830 kg target made of tungsten plates interleaved with nuclear emulsions and electronic
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FIG. 1. Schematic layout of the SND@LHC detector front view (left) and side view (right). The side view includes an illustration of a $\nu_\mu$ charged-current interaction in the target with a hadronic shower sampled in the emulsion detector, target trackers, and hadronic calorimeter, and a muon track visible in the muon system.

Each ECC unit is a sequence of 60 nuclear emulsion films, $19.2 \times 19.2$ cm$^2$ and approximately 300 $\mu$m, interleaved with 59 tungsten plates, 1 mm thick. Its weight is approximately 41.5 kg, adding up to about 830 kg for the total target mass.

Each SciFi station consists of two $40 \times 40$ cm$^2$ planes, alternating $x$ and $y$ views. Each view comprises six densely packed staggered layers of 250 $\mu$m diameter polystyrene-based scintillating fibres read out by SiPM arrays. The single particle spatial resolution in one view is of order of $\sim 150 \mu$m and the time resolution for a particle crossing both $x$ and $y$ views of one plane is about 250 ps.

The muon system and hadronic calorimeter consists of two parts: upstream (US), the first five stations, and downstream (DS), the last three stations (see Fig. 1). Each US station consists of 10 stacked horizontal scintillator bars of $82.5 \times 6 \times 1$ cm$^3$, similar to the veto detector, resulting in a coarse $y$ view. A DS station consists of two layers of thinner $82.5 \times 1 \times 1$ cm$^3$ bars arranged in alternating $x$ and $y$ views, allowing for a spatial resolution in each view of less than 1 cm. The time resolution for a single DS detector bar is $\sim 120$ ps. The eight scintillator planes are interleaved with 20 cm thick iron blocks. In combination with SciFi, the muon system and hadronic calorimeter acts as a coarse sampling calorimeter ($\sim 9.5 \lambda_{\text{had}}$ in the US detector), providing the energy measurement of hadronic jets with an expected resolution around 20% [8]. The finer spatial resolution of the DS detector allows for the identification of muon tracks exiting the detector.

All signals exceeding preset thresholds are read out by the front-end electronics and clustered in time to form events. A software noise filter is applied to the events online, resulting in negligible detector deadtime or loss in signal efficiency. Events satisfying certain topological criteria, such as the presence of hits in several detector planes, are read out at a rate of around 5.4 kHz at the highest instantaneous luminosity achieved in 2022 of $2.5 \times 10^{34}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$.
Data and simulated samples.—In this Letter, we analyze the data collected during 2022, with \( pp \) collisions at center of mass energy of 13.6 TeV. The delivered integrated luminosity during this period, as estimated by the ATLAS Collaboration \cite{19,27}, was \( 38.7 \ \text{fb}^{-1} \), of which \( 36.8 \ \text{fb}^{-1} \) were recorded, corresponding to a detector uptime of 95%. The dataset comprises a total of \( 8.3 \times 10^9 \) events.

The analysis developed for the first observation of \( \nu_\mu \) CC interactions from LHC collisions is conducted solely using the data from the electronic detectors, as information from the emulsion detector is currently being processed.

In SND@LHC the dominant CC process occurring for \( \nu_\mu \) s is deep inelastic scattering (CCDIS), given the high energy of neutrinos within the detector acceptance \cite{8}. The signature of these interactions includes an isolated muon track in the muon system, associated with a hadronic shower detected in the SciFi and hadronic calorimeter. In Fig. 1 the distinctive topology of \( \nu_\mu \) CCDIS interactions is shown.

Neutrino production in \( pp \) collisions at the LHC is simulated with the FLUKA Monte Carlo code \cite{28,29}. DPMJET3 (Dual Parton Model, including charm) \cite{30,31} is used for the \( pp \) event generation, and FLUKA performs the particle propagation towards the SND@LHC detector with the help of a detailed simulation of LHC accelerator elements \cite{32}. FLUKA also takes care of simulating the production of neutrinos from decays of long-lived products of the \( pp \) collisions and of particles produced in reinteractions with the surrounding material. GENIE \cite{33} is then used to simulate neutrino interactions with the detector material. The propagation of particles through the TI18 tunnel and the SND@LHC detector is simulated with GEANT4. A total of around 160 thousand simulated neutrino events and \( 30 \times 10^6 \) background events were generated for the analysis described in this publication.

Given the total mass of the tungsten target during the 2022 run (\( \approx 800 \) kg), about \( 157 \pm 37 \) \( \nu_\mu \) CCDIS interactions are expected in the full target in the analyzed dataset, where the range in the expectation is given by the difference between the predictions of the \( \nu_\mu \) flux at SND@LHC using DPMJET3 and SIBYLL obtained in Ref. \cite{23}.

Analysis.—Observing the rare neutrino signal over the prevailing background implies adopting a selection with strong rejection power, designed to yield a clean set of events.

The signal selection proceeds in two steps. The first step aims at identifying events happening in a fiducial region of the target, while rejecting backgrounds due to charged particles entering from the front and sides of the detector. Cuts are applied on the hit multiplicity in the veto and SciFi planes to select events that are located in the 3rd or 4th target wall and consistent with a neutral particle interaction. The exclusion of events starting in the two most upstream target walls enhances the rejection power for muon-induced backgrounds while reducing the expected signal by around 60%. Excluding events starting in the most downstream wall ensures the neutrino-induced showers are sampled by at least two SciFi planes. The average SciFi channel and DS bar number are used to discard events with hits at the edges of detectors’ sensitive areas, resulting in a fiducial cross-sectional area in the \( xy \) plane of \( 25 \times 26 \text{ cm}^2 \). The efficiency of fiducial region cuts on simulated neutrino interactions in the target is 7.5%.

The second step selects signal-like signature patterns using a cut-based procedure. \( \nu_\mu \) CCDIS interactions are associated to a large hadronic activity in the calorimetric system, with a clean outgoing muon track reconstructed in the muon system, and hit time distribution consistent with an event originating from the IP1 direction. The muon track is defined by a set of muon system hits in a straight-line pattern spanning at least three detector planes in both \( zx \) and \( zy \) views. Events with a large number of hits in the muon system are rejected to ensure cleanly reconstructed tracks.

The achieved reduction factor on the data for the total selection (fiducial and neutrino identification cuts) amounts to \( 1.0 \times 10^9 \), while the overall efficiency on the \( \nu_\mu \) CCDIS Monte Carlo sample is 2.7%.

As a result of the full selection, 8 \( \nu_\mu \) CCDIS candidates are identified, while 4.2 are expected. The number of data and simulated signal events passing each section of the event selection criteria is given in Table I. The contribution of other neutrino flavors and neutral current interactions to the selected sample is less than 1% of the expected \( \nu_\mu \) CCDIS yield. One of the selected candidates is shown in Fig. 2. The distribution of the number of hits in the SciFi detector for the selected events is consistent with the neutrino signal expectation, as shown in Fig. 3.

Background.—Muons reaching the detector location are the main source of background for the neutrino search. They can either enter in the fiducial volume without being vetoed and generate showers via bremsstrahlung or deep inelastic scattering, or interact in the surrounding material and produce neutral particles that can then mimic neutrino interactions in the target.

The estimate of the penetrating muon background is based on the expected flux in the fiducial volume and on the inefficiency of detector planes used as veto: the veto system and the two most upstream SciFi planes.

| TABLE I. Number of events passing the selection cuts in the data and signal simulation. |
|---------------------------------|------------------|------------------|
| All                            | Data: \( 8.4 \times 10^9 \) | Signal simulation: 157 |
| Fiducial volume                | Data: \( 4.9 \times 10^5 \) | Signal simulation: 11.9 |
| One muonlike track             | Data: 17          | Signal simulation: 6.1 |
| Large SciFi activity           | Data: 13         | Signal simulation: 5.1 |
| Large hadronic activity        | Data: 12         | Signal simulation: 4.7 |
| Low muon system activity       | Data: 8          | Signal simulation: 4.2 |
The muon flux at the detector location is estimated by the CERN SY-STI team with simulations of $pp$ interactions at IP1 and the transport of the resulting charged pions and kaons along the LHC straight section until their decay using FLUKA [28,29]. The simulation includes both the effects of the accelerator optics and of the material traversed by the particles before reaching the detector. The muons are recorded at a scoring plane, $1.8 \times 1.8 \text{ m}^2$, located about 60 m upstream of SND@LHC, 419 m from IP1. The transport of muons from the scoring plane to the detector and their interactions along the way are modelled with a GEANT4 simulation of SND@LHC and its surroundings. The FLUKA simulation consists of $50 \times 10^6$ $pp$ collisions with LHC run 3 beam conditions and a downward crossing angle of $-160$ $\mu$rad on the vertical plane, corresponding to the collider configuration in 2022.

The expected muon flux in the fiducial area used in the present analysis ($25 \times 26 \text{ cm}^2$) is $1.69 \times 10^4 \text{ cm}^{-2} \text{ fb}^{-1}$. The measured rate in the same area during the 2022 run amounting to $[2.07 \pm 0.01 \text{(stat)} \pm 0.10 \text{(syst)}] \times 10^4 \text{ cm}^{-2} \text{ fb}^{-1}$, within 22% of the prediction, thus validating the Monte Carlo simulation [34]. The corresponding total number of muons integrated in 36.8 $\text{ fb}^{-1}$ therefore amounts to $5.0 \times 10^8$, with $4.0 \times 10^8$ muons expected.

The inefficiency of the veto system planes is estimated from data by using good quality tracks reconstructed in the SciFi detector and validated with a track segment in the DS detector. The tracks are extrapolated to the veto detector fiducial volume. All tracks are identified as muons due to the large number of interaction lengths traversed; tracks entering the detector from the downstream end are excluded by timing measurements. For the first period of data taking amounting to 23.1 fb$^{-1}$, the applied time alignment procedure was relatively rough, leading to some physical events being split into two different recorded events. If one of the two does not contain enough hits to pass the online noise filter, this results in an apparent inefficiency of the detector. Therefore, for this period the measured inefficiency of a single plane is $8 \times 10^{-4}$, dominated by this effect. The problem was fixed at the end of October 2022 and the single-plane inefficiency dropped to $4 \times 10^{-5}$ [35]. With the same method we have also estimated the inefficiency of the coincidence of the two veto detector planes, amounting to $7.1 \times 10^{-4}$ in the first period (23.1 fb$^{-1}$) and $2.5 \times 10^{-6}$ in the second period (13.7 fb$^{-1}$). The measured inefficiency of the double layer does not scale as the square of the single plane. The apparent correlation between the inefficiency of the two veto detector planes may be due to tracking imperfections in the inefficiency measurement or residual effects of the noise filter, both of which are expected to improve in the future. The overall veto system inefficiency during the 2022 run therefore amounts to $4.5 \times 10^{-4}$.

The SciFi detector inefficiency is estimated with a similar method used for the veto detector, using reconstructed SciFi tracks confirmed with a DS track and hits in the veto system. The presence of all SciFi stations is not required in the reconstruction, therefore the inefficiency of the first or second SciFi stations can be extracted. The inefficiency found for each station is $1.1 \times 10^{-4}$. The combined inefficiency of the veto system and the two most upstream SciFi planes is therefore $5.3 \times 10^{-12}$, thus making
the background induced by muons entering the fiducial volume negligible.

Neutral particles (mainly neutrons and $K_\mathrm{L}^0$'s) originating from primary muons interacting in rock and concrete in front of the detector can potentially mimic a neutrino interaction since they do not leave any incoming trace in the electronic detectors, and can create a shower in the target associated with a DS track produced by punchthrough or decay-in-flight $\pi^\pm$ and $K^\pm$. Although they are mainly rejected due to accompanying charged particles originating from the primary muon interaction, they constitute the main background source for the neutrino search.

PYTHIA v6.4 [36] was used to simulate interactions of $\mu^+$ and $\mu^-$ on protons or neutrons at rest using the muon spectrum expected at the detector location. These events are placed along the muon flight direction according to the material density, and the secondary particles are transported by GEANT4 in the detector surroundings. Neutral particles induced by muon DIS interact in the rock and concrete and only a small fraction of the particles leaves the tunnel wall and enters the detector. The energy spectrum of neutral hadrons entering the detector is shown in Fig. 4, where the suppression achieved by rejecting events in which accompanying charged particles produce hits in the veto detector is also shown.

To estimate the yield of neutral particles passing the event selection criteria, we simulate the highest energy neutral hadrons entering the target region in a given muon DIS interaction using GEANT4 [37]. The events are simulated with energies within $[5, 200]$ GeV and uniformly distributed across the front face of the detector's target. As shown in Fig. 4, the rate of neutral-hadron events with energies above 100 GeV is heavily suppressed by using the veto system to tag the accompanying charged particles (most often the scattered muon). Below 5 GeV the minimum ionizing particles resulting from the neutral hadron interactions do not have enough energy to produce a track exiting the downstream end of the detector.

As can be seen in Fig. 3, the lower energy of the neutral hadrons compared to the neutrino signal results in fewer hits in SciFi. We note that while this variable has not been used to reduce the neutral-hadron contamination in the present analysis, it is shown to be a powerful discriminant against this background.

The background yield after the selection amounts to $(8.6 \pm 3.8) \times 10^{-2}$ and is dominated by neutrons and $K_\mathrm{L}^0$'s. The systematic uncertainty of 44% on the expected background yield is the combined effect of three sources. Since the neutral hadrons are produced in interactions of muons in the rock, we take as the uncertainty on the muon flux the 22% difference between the simulated and measured flux of muons traversing detector. To estimate the impact of the hadron interaction model on the selection efficiency of these background events, we compare the results of simulations using two GEANT4 physics lists, QGSP_BERT_HP_PEN and FTFP_BERT, corresponding to two rather different hadron-nucleus interaction models, which differ by 31%. Finally, the contribution to the systematic uncertainty due to the available statistics in the simulations is 21%.

**Significance evaluation.**—The significance of the observation of 8 candidates with an expected background yield of $8.6 \times 10^{-2}$ is quantified in terms of the exclusion of the null hypothesis, defined by setting the neutrino signal strength, $\mu$ to zero. The one-sided profile likelihood ratio test $\lambda(\mu) = 0$ was used as test statistic. The significance is evaluated by comparing $\lambda_{\text{data}}(\mu = 0)$ with the sampling distribution of $\lambda(\mu = 0)$. The likelihood, which includes a Gaussian factor to account for the background uncertainties, is

$$\mathcal{L} = \text{Poisson}(n|\mu s + \beta)\text{Gauss}(\beta|b, \sigma_b),$$

where $n$ is the number of observed events, $s$ is the expected number of signal events and $\beta$ is the number of background events given by the Gaussian model, having a mean value $b$ and an uncertainty $\sigma_b$. The implementation of the method based on RooStats [38] results in a $p$ value of $7.15 \times 10^{-12}$, corresponding to an exclusion of the background-only hypothesis at the level of 6.8 standard deviations.

**Conclusions.**—A search for high energy neutrinos originating from $pp$ collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 13.6$ TeV is presented using data taken by the electronic detectors of SND@LHC. We observe 8 candidate events consistent with $\nu_\mu$ CC interactions. Our muon-induced and neutral-hadron backgrounds for the analyzed dataset amount to $(8.6 \pm 3.8) \times 10^{-2}$ events, which implies an excess of $\nu_\mu$ CC signal events.
over the background-only hypothesis of about seven standard deviations.
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